
BMW 5 SERIES ACCESSORIES



ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS

The perfectly fitted, durable mats with a raised border and elegant design 
protects the front footwell against moisture and dirt and keep feet dry. Their 
black colour suits the interior perfectly. 

MRP. INR 12745



MUD FLAPS

The sturdy black mud flaps protect the vehicle, as well as the one 
travelling behind it, from dirt and loose gravel. They perfectly 
complement the vehicle design.  

MRP. INR 12887 including labor 
charges



BMW LED DOOR PROJECTORS 

The innovative door projectors are automatically activated when the doors are 
opened. They project an image onto the ground next to the car using an 
interchangeable slide. Several motifs are available to choose to perfectly 
illuminate the entry area in an individual style.  
Set of 2. 

MRP. INR 11,521



The Interior fragrance starter kit of the BMW Natural Air fragrance system 
ensures a pleasant scent experience in the vehicle interior. It consists of a 
premium-quality fragrance holder that is affixed to the ventilation grille, and a 
replaceable fragrance stick that hints at Sparkling Raindrops

                  STARTER KIT OF THE BMW NATURAL AIR 
FRAGRANCE 

MRP. INR 3,216



The practical Universal holder is adjustable and attaches to the separately 
available Travel & Comfort system. It provides secure hold for various Apple or 
Samsung tablets with the Travel & Comfort tablet safety case from seven to 12 
inches and can be placed in the desired position thanks to its 360° rotating 
function and angle adjustment. The safety case (required) also protects the 
tablet from scratches and knocks outside the vehicle.  
Only in conjunction with base carrier. 

HOLDER FOR APPLE IPAD

MRP. INR 16,692



INFRARED STEREO HEADPHONES

The infrared stereo headphones with XL Neodym speakers impress with their 
outstanding sound and resonant bass. Controls on each set of headphones 
allow the volume to be set right there. Weighing only approximately 160g 
they are extremely comfortable to wear and their stand-by time of 80 hours 
guarantees extended enjoyment on long journeys. 

MRP. INR 10,974



The Travel & Comfort System clothes hanger in an attractive BMW design makes it 
possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest. The plug-in 
coupling ensures that it can be easily attached to the basic carrier (required) 
and, thanks to the hotel function, can also be used elsewhere.  
Only in conjunction with base carrier. 

MRP. INR 9,005

COAT HANGER 



ADVANCE CAR EYE

MRP. INR 
40985

The BMW Advanced Car Eye consists of a high-sensitivity full-HD front camera and an 
optional rear windscreen camera. This detects impact in critical driving, parking and 
break-in situations and, even at night, automatically records detailed video from the 
vehicle's perspective.  
Comprising: front camera, optional rear-window camera, GPS module, adhesive pad 
and cable set for fixed installation, 32GB micro SD card with USB adapter.



UNIVERSAL HOOK

The universal hook makes it possible to hang items of clothing or light bags 
on the rear side of the backrest, protecting them from dirt in the footwell. 
Thanks to the plug-in coupling, it is extremely easy to attach the universal 
hook to the separately available basic carrier (required).

MRP. INR 4385



FOLDING TABLE

The Travel & Comfort System folding table in an attractive BMW design can be 
easily attached to the separately available basic carrier (required) with its plug 
coupling. The height and angle of the folding table are adjustable and provide 
an additional integrated cupholder with a chrome ring.  
Only in conjunction with base carrier

MRP. INR 12529



The fitted, waterproof car cover reliably protects the car all year round from 
dirt, dust, scratches and environmental factors. It helps to maintain the value 
of the car and its graphic design pays homage to the vehicle's dynamic 
contours.  

MRP. INR 15832

CAR COVER



DRIVER UTILITY SET

The driver utility set includes a selection of tools for various applications. 

MRP. INR 11,022





BMW M PERFORMANCE KIDNEY GRILLE, BLACK 

MRP: 17,117

MRP: 17,117

       For simple customization of the vehicle to emphasize its sporty, 
dynamic flair

*Labor charges will be extra



             BMW M PERFORMANCE REAR SPOILER CARBON  

Even more impressive: The carbon fibre rear spoiler emphasises the premium-
quality, dynamic appearance of the car. Together with other BMW M Performance 
aerodynamic components, it ensures optimised aerodynamics and even more 
athletic driving characteristics. 

MRP. INR 69,692 including Labor 
charges

*Labor charges will be extra



BMW M PERFORMANCE EXTERIOR MIRROR CAPS

Set the right tone with state-of-the-art construction. The exterior mirror caps are 
made of 100 percent carbon fibre and are painstakingly hand-manufactured

MRP. INR 59,928 

*Labor charges will be extra



PEDAL COVERS STAINLESS STEEL 

Minimalistic and asymmetrical design of rubber treads,Solid stainless steel 
pedal covers , Distinct dynamic high tech look 

MRP. INR 19,124 including labor charges



MRP. INR 5,494

BMW M PERFORMANCE KEY CASE 

The key case's material mix of carbon fiber and Alcantara is highly 
captivating. Thanks to a socket head screw in BMW M Blue, the key is 
securely attached to the case



The premium-quality 20'' light alloy wheel in glossy Liquid Black features visible 
wheel bolts and the M logo, lending the vehicle a strong athletic appearance with 
its exclusive aesthetic. 
* MRP Mentioned only for 4 alloys (Without tires)

20” LIGHT ALLOY WHEEL DOUBLE-SPOKE STYLE 669 M

MRP: 594,817



BMW M PERFORMANCE DRIVE ANALYSER

Elation can be quantified. The Drive Analyzer comprises an OBD (on-board diagnostics) 
stick and a Smartphone app. It facilitates the recording and analysis of numerous kinds 

of data relating to driving, such as peak values, engine data, braking distances and 
more. 

MRP. INR 
35,179  



M PERFORMANCE CARBON REAR DIFFUSER.

The hand crafted carbon rear diffuser enhances the cars dynamic appearance 
and makes the cars muscular look even more impressive

MRP: 184,235

*Labor charges will be extra



BMW M PERFORMANCE FRONT SPLITTER 

Make a strong statement: The 100 percent carbon fibre front splitter provides 
optimum aerodynamics and highlights the vehicle's masculine appearance in a 
highly exclusive manner. A unique motorsport look for anybody who refuses to 
compromise.  
For vehicles with M Aerodynamics package (option 715/337). Not for the BMW 
M550i xDrive. Only in conjunction with BMW M Performance carbon front 
attachments, left/right. BMW 5 Series Sedan additionally only in conjunction with 
BMW M Performance rear spoiler. 

MRP. INR 
1,30,280  



BMW M PERFORMANCE BUMPER TRIM IN MATT BLACK REAR 

MRP: 59,218

A striking visual at the rear: The rear diffuser is made of premium quality carbon 
fiber, and further underlines the car's exclusive athletic pedigree

*Labor charges will be extra



SIDE SKIRT FILM

Gives the vehicle an individual character. Emphasizes the sporty design. 
Including “BMW M Performance” inscription.

MRP: 18,424

*Labor charges will be extra



BMW ACCENT LINE FILMS

The package consists of two parallel aligned strips in Ferric Grey, running 
along both vehicle sides above the refractory edge.

MRP: 14,325

*Labor charges will be extra



On-ear wireless headphones 

The premium on-ear wireless headphones are specially designed for the BMW rear 
entertainment system. Apart from being incredibly comfortable, the headphones are 
also notable for their exceptional sound quality and attractive BMW design. 

MRP. INR 25,450 SET OF TWO



              BMW DISPLAY KEY CASE

MRP. INR 5547

The perfectly fitted key case made from high-quality black leather 'Nappa' reliably 
protects the BMW display key from dirt and scratches



GROUP 2/3 JUNIOR SEAT*

MRP. INR 45401

The BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3 can be adjusted as the child grows and offers maximum safety and comfort for 
children aged approx. 3 to 12 years (approx. 15–36 kg). Comprehensive crash tests have ensured that the seat 
meets the high BMW safety standards, exceeding legal requirements. It is secured with the seat belt and, for 
extra stability, can be connected to the ISOFIX anchor points. Fastening the seat belt is particularly easy thanks 
to the self-locking shoulder strap feeder. With a variable backrest angle, the BMW Junior Seat Group 2/3 can be 
adjusted to fit any car seat and the patented air pads guarantee exceptional protection against impact to the 
head. The combined height and width adjustments with size indicator can be operated with one hand and 
achieve maximum comfort


